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Determination of the band gap and the split-off band in wurtzite GaAs using Raman and
photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy
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GaAs nanowires with 100% wurtzite structure are synthesized by the vapor-liquid-solid method in a molecular
beam epitaxy system, using gold as a catalyst. We use resonant Raman spectroscopy and photoluminescence to
determine the position of the crystal-field split-off band of hexagonal wurtzite GaAs. The temperature dependence
of this transition enables us to extract the value at 0 K, which is 1.982 eV. Our photoluminescence excitation
spectroscopy measurements are consistent with a band gap of wurtzite GaAs below 1.523 eV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nanowires are filamentary crystals with a diameter of the
order of a few nanometers. Their increasing importance in
both science and engineering is a consequence of the great
number of novel experiments and applications they enable.1–7

It has been predicted and shown that the reduced diameter
of nanowires allows the combination of lattice-mismatched
materials when they are fabricated in the nanowire form.8,9

The possibility of obtaining new material combinations
opens great perspectives in the area of multiple-junction
photovoltaics, for example.10 Recently, an additional degree
of freedom in the formation of heterostructures has appeared
that concerns the variation of the crystal phase along the
nanowire instead of the material composition.11–13 The degree
of control over the crystal phase can be astonishingly accurate
depending on the growth method,14–16 so that perspectives
for new device concepts are exciting the nano-science and
nanotechnology communities.

While the structural control is becoming increasingly
sophisticated, few experimental reports have focused on the
details of the electronic structure of wurtzite arsenides or
phosphides. Recently, two groups applied photoluminescence
excitation (PLE) to determine the valence-band structure of
wurtzite InP.17,18 The results agreed well with the theo-
retical expectations. Wurtzite GaAs has been shown to be
more controversial. First, there are significant disagreements
between the theoretical calculations of the band gap.19,20

Second, luminescence studies of different groups have shown
results consistent with a band gap of 1.54,21 1.522,22 and
1.50 eV.23–25 The apparent lack of agreement between the
various groups might be explained by the fact that the optical
and structural characterizations were not performed on exactly
the same nanowire. Recently, we designed an experiment
in which both the luminescence and electron microscopy
measurements were realized on the identical nanowire.25 We
investigated nanowires presenting either a mixture of wurtzite
and zinc-blende phases or 100% wurtzite crystal phase. These
and previous experiments were consistent with a band gap of
1.50 eV for wurtzite GaAs.24,25

As a consequence of the hexagonal symmetry, it has been
shown that the band structure of wurtzite semiconductors
exhibits important differences compared to the band structure

of the respective zinc-blende (cubic) counterparts.19 In Fig. 1
we compare the band structure of zinc-blende and wurtzite
GaAs close to the � point according to recent theoretical
results from De and Pryor.19 As a consequence of the zone
folding induced by the doubling of the unit cell along the (111)
direction, an additional conduction band with �8 symmetry
appears for the wurtzite structure. In contrast to other III-V
semiconductors, the energy separation �CB between these
two conduction bands is expected to be the smallest for
the case of wurtzite GaAs. The theoretical predicted values
of �CB = −23 meV (Ref. 20), �CB = +85 meV (Ref. 19),
or �CB = +87 meV (Ref. 25) are even smaller than the
predicted splitting of the two uppermost valence bands. There,
the crystal-field splitting and spin-orbit interaction lift the
degeneracy of the heavy- and light-hole states for the wurtzite
structure.19,26 Furthermore a crystal-field split-off hole (CH)
band is predicted further down in energy below the valence-
band edge compared to the split-off band in zinc-blende
GaAs.19 To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies
to date providing the values of either the crystal-field splitting
or split-off band for the case of wurtzite GaAs.

Luminescence studies allow the probing of transitions
between the conduction-band minimum and the highest-
energy valence-band states. In order to obtain information
on the valence-band structure (i.e., crystal-field and split-off
band splitting) other types of experiments such as photolu-
minescence excitation and resonant Raman scattering should
be implemented.17,27–29 In this paper we use resonant Raman
scattering and photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy to
probe the crystal-field split-off valence band to conduction-
band transition and to provide more clarity and consistency
in recent luminescence studies that attribute the band gap of
wurtzite to be at 1.50 eV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

Wurtzite GaAs nanowires were grown by the Au-catalyzed
vapor-liquid-solid method on GaAs (111)B substrates at a
growth temperature of 540 ◦C under an As4 beam flux of
1.27 × 10−6 Torr at a Ga rate equivalent to a planar growth
of 0.4 Å/s. The growth time was 4 h. The nucleation and
growth followed the vapor-liquid-solid mechanism, with Au
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FIG. 1. (Left) Schematic band diagram for wurtzite GaAs near
the Brillouin zone center according to Ref. 19. (Right) Schematic
band diagram for zinc-blende GaAs near the Brillouin zone center.

as catalyst.30 Details of the growth procedure are described in
Ref. 31. After the axial growth of the nanowires, the growth pa-
rameters were changed to conditions suitable for planar growth
and the nanowires were passivated by an epitaxial prismatic
shell of AlGaAs/GaAs material.32 The two-dimensional (2D)
equivalent amount grown during capping was 60 nm AlGaAs
followed by 30 nm GaAs. The total diameter of the nanowires
is approximately 85 nm. The structure was shown to be 100%
wurtzite with a few twin planes.25

Single-nanowire spectroscopy was realized on nanowires
dispersed on a marked silicon substrate. In the Raman
spectroscopy experiments, the nanowires were photoexcited
by Ar+Kr+ or HeNe lasers with wavelengths of 647.1
and 632.8 nm, respectively. In the photoluminescence ex-
citation spectroscopy measurements, the excitation source
was a Koheras SuperK supercontinuum source filtered by
an acousto-optical tunable filter (AOTF). During the PLE
measurement the actual power of the excitation light was kept
constant throughout the entire wavelength range by means
of a computer-controlled feedback loop. In both the Raman
and PLE spectroscopy experiments, the light was focused to a
submicrometer spot using a cover-glass-corrected microscope
objective with 0.75 numerical aperture. The measurements
were realized at a temperature between 10 and 360 K in a
liquid-helium-flow cryostat. The scattered light was collected
through the same objective and focused on the entrance slit of
a triple spectrometer and the spectrum collected thanks to a
Peltier-cooled charge-coupled device.

III. RESULTS

A. Resonant Raman scattering

We first present the resonant Raman scattering experiment.
Here, we look for the conditions leading to sharp resonances
of the first- and second-order LO phonons that occur via the
dipole-forbidden Fröhlich electron-phonon interaction.34,35

The resonance is observed when the excitation energy coin-
cides with an interband critical point Ec in the joint density of

states of the semiconductor. In our case, we reach the transition
between the split-off valence band and the conduction band.
Typical Raman spectra of wurtzite GaAs obtained in polarized
configuration with the incident and detected polarization paral-
lel to the c axis, which lies along the nanowire axis, are shown
in Fig. 2(a). This configuration is denoted as x(z,z)x̄ in Porto
notation. We plot the spectra under nonresonant and resonant
conditions, the difference being the intensity of the LO and
second-order (2LO) peaks. Under nonresonant conditions,
only the A1(TO) mode at ∼270 cm−1 is allowed in x(z,z)x̄
configuration.36,37 Under resonant conditions, not only does
the intensity of the dipole-forbidden A1(LO) mode at ∼290
cm−1 increase significantly, but also the second-order Raman
scattering by two A1(LO) phonons at ∼580 cm−1 is strongly
enhanced.38 For simplicity, in the following we will denomi-
nate the A1(TO) and A1(LO) modes as simply TO and LO.

Now we proceed with the determination of the resonance
Raman conditions for the measurement of the critical points
of wurtzite GaAs. We measured the Raman spectra of single
wurtzite GaAs nanowires as a function of the excitation
energy and temperature. Other methods to tune the band-gap
energy with respect to the laser energy concern the use of a
tunable laser or the application of pressure.34 The excitation
wavelengths used were 632.8 and 647.1 nm. The temperature
was varied between 10 and 360 K. The intensity of the LO
and 2LO peaks normalized to the intensity of the TO mode
as a function of temperature for the excitations at 632.8 and
647.1 nm is shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), respectively. The
resonance profile of the LO-phonon scattering shows a single
maximum under outgoing resonance, where the scattered
light exactly matches a gap of the electronic band structure.
The 2LO-phonon scattering reveals a strong outgoing reso-
nance (Elaser = Ec + h̄ω2LO) as well as a weaker intermediate
resonance (Elaser = Ec + h̄ωLO). No incoming resonance is
observed for either the LO or the 2LO scattering. This behavior
has also been observed for zinc-blende GaAs.34 For the excita-
tion at 632.8 nm, we observe the strongest resonance of the LO
and 2LO peaks at 197 and 255 K, respectively. For the excita-
tion at 647.1 nm, we observe it at 282 and 327 K. For these tem-
peratures, the energy of the critical point Ec is then calculated:

Ec + h̄ωph = hc/λ, (1)

where ωph corresponds to the frequency of the phonons (LO or
2LO) and λ is the excitation wavelength. For the temperatures
of 197, 255, 282, and 327 K under which the resonances occur,
we obtain critical energies of 1.925, 1.889, 1.882, and 1.846 eV,
respectively. These points are reported in Fig. 2(d). Limitations
in available wavelengths do not allow us to obtain the energy
of this transition at lower temperatures. Nevertheless, we have
tried to measure direct luminescence from the recombination
between the two resonant levels. Because there are very few
unoccupied states in the CH split-off band, such a transition
is extremely weak. We have obtained luminescence of this
transition for an incident polarization parallel to the hexagonal
c axis at temperatures between 10 and 40 K by exciting with
568.2 nm and a power of 50 μW. The acquisition time was
30 min, which is between three and four orders of magnitude
longer than our typical luminescence experiments in our
nanowires for equivalent excitation powers. The spectra are
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Raman spectra of individual wurtzite GaAs nanowires at LO (2LO) resonance and out of resonance. (b) and (c)
show LO and 2LO resonance profiles for 632.8 and 647.1 nm excitation. The LO-phonon scattering exhibits a single maximum under outgoing
resonance. The 2LO resonance profile consists of a strong outgoing resonance (Elaser = Ec + h̄ω2LO) and a weaker intermediate resonance
(Elaser = Ec + h̄ωLO). (d) Temperature-dependent variation of the crystal-field split-off gap in wurtzite GaAs with a fit to the Varshni equation.
The inset shows the measured photoluminescence (PL) from this gap at three different temperatures. The temperature dependence of the
zinc-blende E0 + �0 gap (Ref. 33) is shown for comparison.

shown in the inset of Fig. 2(d). At temperatures of 10, 20,
and 40 K we observe PL centered at 1.982, 1.981, and 1.976
eV, respectively. This enables us to complete the curve of
the temperature dependence. The temperature-dependent
variation of the band-gap energy can be commonly given in
terms of the α and β coefficients of the Varshni equation:39

Ec(T ) = Ec(0) − αT 2

T + β
. (2)

Least-squares fitting to the experimental data [the result
is shown in Fig. 2(d)] gives the fitting parameters α and β

as 6.9 × 10−4 eV/K and 245.8 K, respectively. For T = 0
K we find a gap energy of Ec(0) = 1.982 eV. We now
discuss the nature of the extrapolated interband critical point
Ec(T = 0) = 1.982 eV in wurtzite GaAs. It should be pointed
out that we are reporting the direct values and quantum
confinement is not considered. The quantum confinement for
the fundamental transition in these nanowires should be in
the order of ∼15 meV.25 In zinc-blende GaAs, the interband
transition from the spin-orbit-split valence band to the lowest

conduction band at the � point E0 + �0 is found33 at 1.851 eV
for T = 0 K [see Fig. 2(d)]. Likewise, we attribute the
observed energy gap in wurtzite GaAs to a transition from the
crystal-field split-off valence band to one of the lowest-energy
conduction bands at the � point of the Brillouin zone. For the
discussion, we need to come back to Fig. 1. The crystal-field
split-off valence band is labeled with CH. This band has a
�7 symmetry. In the conduction band there is an important
difference with respect to zinc blende. There is the first
minimum labeled �8, which originates from the zone-folded
L valleys of zinc-blende GaAs. This band is separated by
a small energy fraction �CB from a close-lying conduction
band with �7 symmetry. According to the selection rules in
materials with hexagonal wurtzite structure, optical transitions
from the �7v CH valence band to the �7c conduction band are
dipole allowed. Transitions from the �7v valence band to the
�8c conduction band are dipole forbidden.40 Generally, these
selection rules may be softened in resonant Raman exciting
conditions,41 meaning that resonant Raman scattering from an
optically forbidden transition cannot be completely excluded.
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However, the fact that we observe photoluminescence from
this energy gap lets us conclude that the transition should
be the dipole-allowed CH (�7v) to �7c. Consequently, we
assign the observed critical point with energy of 1.982 eV in
wurtzite GaAs to the interband transition from the crystal-field
split-off valence band to the second lowest conduction band.
Finally, we compare the experimental findings with theoretical
predictions. Based on an empirical pseudopotential method
including spin-orbit coupling, De and Pryor calculated values
of 1.978 and 2.063 eV, respectively, for the �7v-�8c and �7v-�7c

interband transitions. This means that our experiment agrees
with this theory within 4% (81 meV).

B. Photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy

For a further understanding of the band structure of
wurtzite GaAs, photoluminescence excitation spectroscopy
was realized. A typical PL spectrum of a single nanowire
is shown in Fig. 3(a). A single peak centered at 1.515 eV is
observed, consistent with our previous works.25 The excitation
spectroscopy measurements were realized by detecting the
integrated intensity of the emission as a function of the
excitation energy. The resulting PLE measurements on single
nanowires are shown in Fig. 3(a). We start by describing
the measurements realized at high photon energies of the
excitation light, between 1.58 and 2.25 eV, shown in Fig. 3(a).
One should note that the gap 1.8–1.9 eV between the two PLE
measurements is a result of switching between two AOTFs
with disjoint output ranges. The power density for these
measurements was of the order of 300 W/cm2. We observe
a relatively sharp increase in the signal at ∼1.6 eV and a peak
centered at ∼2 eV. The latter is consistent with the Raman
measurements that detect the band gap plus split-off band
transition close to 2 eV at 10 K. One should note that the
decrease of PL intensity at higher energies is also reinforced
by the decrease of the penetration depth of the excitation. We
believe the increased signal at ∼1.6 eV comes from a contri-
bution of the Al0.33Ga0.67As shell, which exhibits about 2.7
times the volume of the nanowire core in the present sample.
The electron-hole pairs generated in the shell can diffuse and
recombine with the wurtzite GaAs core, thereby contributing to
the PLE signal. The band gap of wurtzite AlAs is theoretically
expected to be significantly smaller compared to the (indirect-
band-gap) zinc-blende counterpart as a result of the zone
folding along the �-L direction.19,20 A recombination around
1.6 eV is consistent with recent measurements on wurtzite
AlxGa1−xAs with comparable nominal composition.42 In
principle this transition could also be in reasonable agreement
with a transition from the heavy-hole band to the second
conduction band with �7 symmetry that is predicted at 1.588
eV, and even with a transition from the �7v light-hole band to
the �8c conduction band (1.623 eV).19 However, according to
theory, the transition �7v-�8c should not be dipole allowed40

and, furthermore, the transitions related to the light-hole band
or the �7 conduction band should be weak due to the smaller
joint density of states.19 We therefore believe that the increase
in PLE signal around 1.6 eV signal is predominantly caused
by the onset of absorption in the wurtzite Al0.33Ga0.67As shell.

Finally, we turn our attention to PLE measurements realized
closer to the band gap. In order to approach the band gap with
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Integrated PLE signal data points
obtained on single nanowires. The blue triangles and blue squares
correspond to separate experiments on different single nanowires.
The signal is normalized for continuity around 1.8–1.9 eV. The red
curve corresponds to the PL signal obtained for excitation with a
photon energy of 1.726 eV. (b) Integrated PLE data of a nanowire
ensemble (blue squares). The red line shows the corresponding
photoluminescence spectrum for an excitation photon energy of
1.527 eV.

the excitation source, the spectral output of the AOTF had to
be further narrowed by passing the excitation light through
a monochromator (f = 300 mm; grating, 150 grooves mm)
and subsequently projecting the light from the exit slit of
this monochromator to the sample. This enabled us to narrow
down the linewidth below 1 nm and to remove the remaining
background emission from the AOTF. This further step also
limited the maximum excitation power density down to about
10 W/cm2. As a consequence, the collected signal was
significantly reduced with respect to the measurements for
excitation energies higher than 1.6 eV. In order to increase the
signal-to-noise ratio for the energy range between 1.525 and
1.68 eV, we realized measurements on nanowire ensembles.
As shown in Fig. 3(b), the PL spectrum of the ensemble is
extremely similar to that of single nanowires. This is possible
because all nanowires present the identical structure. Con-
sistent with the measurements at higher excitation energies,
we observe an increase in PLE intensity around 1.6 eV. For
energies below 1.6 eV and down to 1.523 eV, no other clearly
resolvable PLE feature is observed. One should note that the PL
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spectrum shown in Fig. 3(b) corresponds to the one obtained
at the excitation energy of 1.527 eV. We therefore estimate the
Stokes shift—the energy offset between the emission peak and
the onset of absorption—to be smaller than 10 meV. From our
PLE measurements we can estimate an upper limit for the band
gap of wurtzite GaAs as 1.523 eV. As we have discussed in
detail previously,25 taking into account quantum confinement
effects, the emission peak is in reasonable agreement with the
predictions of De and Pryor of a bulk wurtzite band gap of
1.503 eV.19 At the same time, our PLE data are inconsistent
with a band gap of 1.552 eV as predicted by Murayama and
Nakayama,20 as no feature is observed in the corresponding
spectral region.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have measured the position of the
crystal-field split-off band of wurtzite GaAs by resonant

Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopy. The temperature
dependence was fitted with the Varshni equation and the
parameters were extracted. A value of 1.982 eV was obtained
for the CH split-off to conduction band transition at 0 K. PLE
measurements down to 1.525 eV are consistent with a band
gap of wurtzite GaAs below 1.523 eV and inconsistent with a
transition at 1.55 eV.
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